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Switch to 
beauty





Striking beauty

Looking to make a statement in your home with switches?  

With Niko's interchangeable push buttons and flush surround plates,  

you'll inject colour into your home in a flash. All the devices and flush surround 

plates in the Niko range are compatible and perfectly interchangeable.







It's all in the 
details



Turn switches, thermostats and numerous  

other Niko applications into bold eye-catchers.  

With our entire range of pure lines and shapes, 

nothing could be easier.  

And our carefully selected materials offer elegant 

solutions for every interior style.



But you will find that the other 

switches blend into your interior with 

just as little effort.  

From white to white, or black to black, 

or one of the many other matching 

colour tones you can pair. 











The actual colours may vary from the colours shown in this brochure.

Our 
wide range
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Ready to choose?

Download the Switch Niko app in the App Store or on  
Google Play. The contrasting Niko image is available on:

www.niko.eu/switch-niko-app





Switch to 
intelligent living



Your home works better with 
Niko Home Control



Home automation for every home

You want to make your home a comfortable, energy-efficient and 

safe place. And perhaps even prepare for old age. Choosing a smart 

home doesn't have to be difficult. Even if you have a renovation 

project where you don't want to modify the cabling in any way. One 

thing is certain: with Niko Home Control, you're in safe hands. 

Because you can make any home smart, at any time.



A finger on the pulse of your home



Intelligent safety

Rest assured. Niko keeps an eye on your property while you are out 

enjoying life. But if something does seem suspicious, you can simply push 

the panic button and the lights and music will come on. A deterrent 

effect guaranteed. No one at home? No one will know. Simulate your 

presence with lighting and roll-down shutter control. That's how you can 

turn worry into peace with Niko.



Reduce your consumption



Intelligent consumption

Managing and adjusting your electricity, water and gas consumption 

effortlessly? With Niko Home Control, you know exactly how much 

energy you consume. Not only does it help you consume 

responsibly, it will also encourage your family to consume less. And 

the all-off button is your first step towards a greener direction.  

Niko and eco have been going hand in hand for many years. 

Offering solutions that benefit you, your family and the entire world.



Home in one button



Intelligent comfort

Niko Home Control is the heart of your home. Using the central  

display at home or your mobile device, you can control your entire 

property in the blink of an eye. 

Making sure your living room is nice and warm by the time you get 

home? Lowering the roll-down shutters and dimming the lights with a 

few clicks? You can do it all with Niko. Because Niko Home Control 

works precisely according to the way you think: practically, 

intuitively and effectively.

Discover Niko Home Control on www.niko.eu/nikohomecontrol





Switch to 
smart solutions



Choose a smart dimmer

Strong in light. That is the least you can say about Niko dimmers.  

With a simple turn or press of the button, you can perfectly match the light 

in every room with the current mood. At Niko, you will find a dimmer for 

every type of lamp.

Playing with colour

Red for a romantic evening. Or perhaps blue, for a relaxing 

afternoon of games? With the Niko LED strips, the possibilities are 

endless. And with the wireless wall control, you can create moods 

at the touch of a button.



Light when you need it 

Going down the cellar stairs with a heavy box in your hands. If only there was 

someone around to turn on the light... Niko motion detectors placed in strategic 

locations will save the day. The light switches itself on and then off again.

A permanent charging point

The USB charger for mounting in a flush-mounting box puts an end to 

the piles of chargers lying about your home. All devices that can be 

charged via USB can now be charged quickly and efficiently from one 

single charging point. You can choose between a dual USB-A charger or 

a USB-A and USB-C charger.





Multimedia in every room

Digital or analogue television, audio, data, …  

These days, a home needs so much more than 

simply electricity. Everything you need, you will 

find at Niko. This means you'll be connected with 

the world in every room.



An eye for safety



Safety, always and everywhere

Play it safe with Niko. Because you need 100 % reliable products  

to turn your home into a carefree and warm nest for yourself and your family.

One push of the button is enough to find out who is at the door thanks to the Niko 

intercoms and videophones. Not only do the motion detectors shine a light on your path  

the minute you get home, they will be the first to tell you when someone else approaches 

your house. Orientation lamps inside will also provide you with the optimal light conditions 

for nightly visits to the toilet.

A need for electricity in a damp environment ? With the Niko Hydro splashproof socket 

outlets, you can rest assured. Water your patio plants and clean your car 

with a pressure washer, without worry.





Switch to 
ecology



Niko, best friends  
with the environment

Niko equals eco design. From the early product design 

stages, we limit our environmental impact.  

For instance, we work only with low environmental 

impact materials. And all plastic waste is ground and 

100% recycled. That is part of Niko's commitment to 

reduce its ecological footprint day after day.



At Niko, we put energy  
into low energy consumption

Choosing Niko means choosing conscientious energy 

use. All of our products are developed to help you 

consume less and use your own solar energy as much 

as possible. 

With Niko's motion sensors, LED strips  

and eco display, you have everything you need to make 

sure your energy bill keeps falling.





Designed in Belgium according to the strictest standards

Pure Belgian quality: that is what you get with Niko. Switching material, access control, lighting control 

and home automation are thoroughly tested during and after the production process, re-tested and... 

tested again, just to be on the safe side. Enough to give you a guaranteed life span of minimum 30 years  

for all switches and 2 years of extra warranty on top of the legal warranty period.  

Because it's hard to beat ‘Designed in Belgium’, the label we are proud of.

Switch to 
Belgian quality







Niko nv
Industriepark West 40
BE-9100 Sint-Niklaas
sales.be@niko.eu
Tel   +32 3 778 90 00
Fax  +32 3 777 71 20
www.niko.eu
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Niko designs electr(on)ic solutions to enhance buildings to better suit 
the needs of the people who live and work in them. This is achieved 
by using less energy, improving lighting comfort and safety and 
making sure all applications work together seamlessly. Buildings with 
Niko solutions are more efficient, controllable from a distance, and 
interact within larger ecosystems. Niko is a Belgian family business 
based in Sint-Niklaas, with 600 employees and 11 European branches. 

At Niko we ask ourselves just one question every day: "How can we 
enhance buildings to better suit your needs?"

Moss Technical
Unit 8 Green Court
Village Farm Road
Village Farm Industrial Estate
Pyle, Bridgend 
niko@mosstech.co.uk 
Tel: +44 (0) 01656 746766
www.homecontrol.uk.com


